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1: Friendzone - Season 1, Ep. 2 - Heather and Kevin - Full Episode | MTV
Heather and Kevin met through mutual friends while out one night on the town. At first, Kevin was so nervous to
approach Heather, but after a bit of prodding and liquid courage he asked her to dance.

We so enjoyed this couple and the little details that made their day amazing. The weather was superb and fall
was in the air. The ceremony and reception was held at the country club. We have shot many Grove Park Inn
weddings but this was our first large one at the country club. Getting ready shots are so much fun. Her dress
was gorgeous! Mom helping with the veil. Every bride should twirl in her wedding dress. This was the part of
the ceremony where they combined two different sets of wine to make their own special wine. Then they both
drank that special wine. Shout out to Verge events and The Bloom Room for these amazing details of the
reception! This cake topper was awesome! We loved the signage at this wedding! Welcome speech from the
couple brought on some laughs. The couple had a caricature artist come for drawings of all the guest! Party
time and things got a little crazy! Shout out to DJ Kipper for keeping the dance floor hoping! Congrats
Heather and Kevin!! Thank you so much for allowing us to capture your day! Here is a little bit more from the
awesome couple! A bit about Heather: Heather was born and raised in a small town in NC. She went to the
University of North Carolina for undergraduate school go Heels! She loves to travel, to do yoga, and enjoys
eating good food and drinking good wine. Despite only having one cat for now! A bit about Kevin: Kevin on
the other hand is from a beach city in the suburbs of Los Angeles, CA. He went to the University of California
at Irvine and attended the same optometry school as Heather. How did you meet? Our lives crossed when we
met our first week of optometry school in Fullerton, CA. Describe your first date? We started off just studying
together and it quickly became an excuse to hang out without other classmates. One night we met up to study,
decided to ditch that idea, and went out for sushi instead. I guess that would be considered our first date. How
long have you been together? Since fall of Eating, yes, definitely eating. We also enjoy hiking and exploring
the beautiful outdoors this is necessary to combat our love for food! Who popped the question and HOW?
Turns out there was no promotion and no friends meeting us. He popped the question in the most perfect
setting and then we enjoyed a romantic dinner to celebrate. We fell in love with the city of Asheville when we
visited a few times while doing our residency in Charlotte. Scenic hiking and outdoor activities, good food and
beer â€” what more could you ask for? We wanted our family and friends to experience it as well. We never
got the chance to go to the Grove Park Inn on our visits but had heard such amazing things about it. It was
everything we hoped it would be, and more! What adjective best describes your spouse on your wedding day?
Heather â€” Calm and radiant Kevin â€” Giddy and perfect What tangible detail of your wedding day did you
love the most? My dress- I had a vision in my mind of what I wanted but was having a hard time finding it.
How many guests attended the wedding? It was an intimate wedding of about 70 guests. What did you and
your guests eat at the reception? For dinner they enjoyed a caesar salad, their choice of rum-glazed chicken or
braised short rib with delicious veggies and potatoes as sides. What was the flavor of your wedding cake? We
had 2 flavors â€” a traditional vanilla cake with fresh strawberries and a chocolate cake with raspberry
marmalade and fresh raspberries. What is one of the funniest things that happened on your wedding day?
Definitely the reaction of our guests to our caricature artist. Everyone got a kick out of being drawn or
watching others. Their reactions were priceless. What was your first dance song and why did you pick it?
What stood out to you the most when you think of your wedding? The dance party for sure. At first travel as
much as we can! So many places to see and so much good food to eat! Eventually we want to start a familyand add a few more furkids as well! Here are a the wedding professionals that made this day so awesome!
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From sorority sister, to college roommate, then Heather's matchmaker (she introduced Heather and Kevin) and now
soon to be sister-in-law, Katelyn has been a big piece of a lot of Heather's special moments since the two met in college.

She sobs at sentencing. Heather Miller will spend up to 10 years in state prison for plotting to kill her husband
with poisoned mashed potatoes. Bucks County Judge David W. Heckler imposed the punishment Monday,
brushing aside suggestions that Miller was driven to the brink of murder by a lifetime of physical and mental
abuse. I do not perceive it as a cry for help. That way, she said, she would be able to stay in contact with her
children -- ages 2, 3, 5, and 9 -- "who are my life. I made some foolish choices. As it turned out, the
belladonna Miller bought at a Souderton health food store would not have been potent enough to kill her
husband. Before contemplating murder, prosecutors said, Miller tried to drive her husband out of her life
through the use of black magic at the suggestion of a friend who dabbled in witchcraft. With Kevin Miller out
of the way, said Henry, Miller would be free to continue with several sexual affairs without fear that her
husband would declare her an unfit mother. She thought by doing this she could get everything she wanted.
On the tape, Miller can be heard going over the plot, including what an autopsy would show, while her
children can be heard in the background. Heather and Kevin Miller, who have been married for six years, have
reconciled since the murder plot was uncovered, according to defense attorney John Fiorvanti. Kevin Miller
attended the sentencing, several times making eye contact with his wife. He left the courtroom quickly after
the hearing ended and could not be reached for comment. He said the testimony was crucial to proving
Heather Miller felt she had to take steps to protect herself. In a pre-sentencing report, Miller claimed she was a
victim of sexual abuse as a child and later as an adult. Fiorvanti said she was suffering from post-traumatic
stress syndrome, for which treatment is available. After a four-day jury trial in September, Miller was
convicted of attempted murder, solicitation to commit murder, aggravated assault and simple assault. She
faced a maximum sentence of 40 years.
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Heather and Kevin. How We Met. I met Kevin when I was a freshman and he was a sophomore in high school. We both
played basketball, so we often crossed paths before and after practices and games.

We both played basketball, so we often crossed paths before and after practices and games. Kevin has the type
of personality that you are instantly drawn to. Whether it is his contagious laugh or the way he speaks to you
like you are the only person in the room, so I immediately felt a connection to him. Time passed and we began
seeing each other more and more frequently. It took a freak car accident in the high school parking lot to push
us over the edge. I was playing right field in a softball game and Kev was leaving practice. Obviously, being
the focused athlete that I was, I watched closely as his car left the baseball field. He pulled around the corner
and at that moment got into an accident with another car. It was also the moment my softball coach asked if
we were dating. And the moment I realized we should be. Kevin and I had recently begun keeping track of a
new thing we do each week. We have an ongoing list of things we want to do and have done, and check them
off as we go. So, we picked a day October 21st , when we finally had a free weekend to go home and enjoy it.
Kevin and I planned to go to three local vineyards on Saturday afternoon. Little did I know, he saw this day as
the perfect opportunity to pop the big question! It started as a completely normal day at home. We got up and
stopped at our favorite local coffee shop, Java, first. After that, we planned to hit the vineyards in the
afternoon. We scheduled a tasting at Saltwater Farm first and from there, I had thought we planned to go to
two others. However, Kev had a different plan. We parked the car, were asked if we had ever been there
before, and headed up to the tasting room. We enjoyed our four different wines while swooning over the
rehearsal taking place outside, and then laughing at the bachelorette parties goofing around in the vines.
Everyone was so friendly, and I even remarked to Kevin how nice everyone was being today. Little did I
know, they were all in on his big secret. He kept insisting that we continue walking. I called my mom, of
course, and she agreed to meet us at a local restaurant, The Velvet Vine, for a drink. When we walked in, I
was surprised to see our family and friends there to greet us. We spent the entire afternoon celebrating with the
people we loved the most. Later, we had an amazing dinner at the Ocean House, in Watch Hill, RI where a
couple who has been married for 30 years bought our round of drinks and left us with this advice for a happy
marriage:
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Kevin Lacey from Airplane Repo - Hand Propping an Airplane Engine - Duration: Kevin Lacey - Airplane Repo - Texas
Air Fleet - "Fly It Like You Stole It!" 48, views.

Plus, learn the motivation behind each melody and more. The Musical debuted Off-Broadway in , the rock
musical gained a cult following just like that of its cinematic predecessor. This outlook is more conducive to
fun songs than one dwelling on misery and negativity, and it sets a tone that affords the audience permission to
laugh even while exploring serious issues like bullying, teen suicide, and violence in schools. We both saw a
girl trying to make her world better and more just. In the movie, Veronica has a great diary entry: Heather told
me she teaches people real life. She said, real life sucks losers dry. You want to fuck with the eagles, you have
to learn to fly. I said, so, you teach people how to spread their wings and fly? Very early in our writing
process, we made a list of ideas from the film that might lend themselves to songs. We love the original film,
so it was important to us to honor the plot, but one question Dan Waters chose not to answer in his screenplay
was how, when, and where Veronica got invited to join the three Heathers. In composing the music, a fun
rhythmic idea kept asserting itself: That means new verses and important events show up a beat earlier than
expected, crashing the party too soon. It helps keep audiences off-balance, showing that these characters are
often hurried and harried, and that this world is out of joint. As undisputed dictator of the school, Chandler
would have no reason to lie. She fears nobody and nothing, so she readily admits to Veronica that she enjoys
hurting people because she can. A happy accident and fun to dance to too. By the end of the number, the
audience is cheering and applauding a violent act of retaliation. This sets the necessary tone for the rest of the
story early on, helping the audience feel okay laughing at some pretty harsh and cruel stuff, while building
evidence to make our later argument that harsh and cruel behavior is no laughing matter. Musically this song
is one of our favorite bits of s timbre and color. Shout out to chorused guitars and Roland electric piano. We
were writing a story in which a smart young woman falls in love with a psychopath in J. The central metaphor
was inspired by one of the poems from Flowers of Evil. The Baudelaire version translated from French is:
You have to be always drunk. So as not to feel the horrible burden of time that breaks your back and bends
you to the earth You have to be continually drunk. By the way, sometimes people ask why we changed the
name of the convenience store. At any given moment the chords make sense, but they keep mutating into new
chords, patterns and keys. That feel was juxtaposed with a bouncy patter song for Veronica wandering through
the party, disgusted by the gross drunken antics of her classmates, dreaming of escaping high school and
finally arriving at the promised land of college. We felt it was more powerful to show Veronica having a blast
at the party. That way, she makes a real sacrifice when she dares to oppose Heather Chandler. Veronica
returns home and descends into self-pity, writing angrily in her diary. This song is a pivotal transition for J.
This is the moment where that begins. If Veronica had left well enough alone and stayed out of J. We knew
this one had to be both funky and metal, both a lamentation and a celebration, both a howl of despair and a
party war cry. It might be our favorite song. While this is one of our most traditional-Broadway songs, but we
kept trying to change up the tropes. Verses full of Sondheim and Weill darkness followed by uplifting pop
choruses that could be sung by Lionel Richie at Live Aid. And this is one where we gave in to our constant
urge to change keys in the middle of a verse. But it does wreak havoc on vocal arrangements. Others were
offended, feeling we were treating date rape as a laughing matter. It went onto our list of things we knew we
needed to alter or replace. Additionally, the fact that the number often plays successfully makes it dangerous.
Our lovers are at their absolute low point. They comfort each other by imagining the destruction of this cruel
and insane world and starting over. We took the title for the song from one of the many iconic lines in the
movie. But that first sentence really resonated with us. The twist comes when J. After killing Kurt and Ram, J.
Veronica and the audience now realize he is a dangerous psychopath. Compositionally, this was a fun musical
puzzle. We needed a melodic and harmonic vocabulary that could serve in the early, gentle verses as a
sensitive emo ballad, but then turn terrifying once J. We shared a J. We needed more surprise, more plot and
more heart. So we added a plot twist: Rather than write these dads as goofy and out of touch, we tried to
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explore the real emotions of fathers processing horror and grief, struggling to overcome their own fear and
shame and replace it with love and kindness. Stop murdering people and try to be a human being, or you lose
me forever. You have to offer hope of something better. It seems the slower you sing it, the stronger the
emotional impact. Of course, first we have to get someone to put it out as a single. Researchers in adolescent
psychology have described being in high school as being like trapped in a very small lifeboat. Just one key
change! That may change very soon. You heard it here first. Sadly, by first grade her family moved away.
Years later we get to turn painful memories into money. Thanks, Becky, wherever you are. Kevin brought in
an early lyric draft to Larry and asked if it could be a song. Musically, we enjoyed holding back all
orchestrational forces as long as possible, using only piano, waiting until the final bridge to unleash a glorious
fanfare as Martha soars away into her fantasy world with the love of her life. This was a fun adaptation and a
slight departure from the film, calling both for psychological and logistical changes. For the musical
adaptation, we felt we needed to dig deep into J. Even though in the movie J. Only at the end of the song does
J. And of course this song is the hardest music in the show. Lots of dropped beats, meter change-ups, key
changes, the whole kitchen sink, in keeping with J. But again the positivity rule helped us â€” J. Here is where
we really tried to write a Heathers for our current era. The original movie did a great job blowing the whistle
on the lies and self-deceptions of the Reagan era. We needed to take a further step, and clarify that we, and
Heathers The Musical, abhor violence, and we have to keep looking for ways to help angry people before they
lash out in anger; and that we have to change the ways our schools and communities are run and prioritized.
And so in these angry and often brutal times, we try to remember that Veronica believed that J. She reached
out to him instead of pushing him away. It seems a good way to live. When Martha re-enters in her wheelchair
and Veronica invites her over to popcorn and watch videos, we originally had Martha agree immediately,
which felt rushed. So in one of our last adjustments before we opened, we gave Veronica a moment to
apologize to Martha. Giving Martha time to listen to Veronica, and forgive her, made a difference. It made the
song more vulnerable, and, according to our actors, it caused some really good ugly cry faces in the audience
every night. So looks we did at least one thing a bit right. Thanks for letting us ramble! We appreciate you
reading. Our love is God.
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5: Heather Miller gets prison for plot to murder - tribunedigital-mcall
Welcome to Heather Rushworth and Kevin Becker's Wedding Website! View photos, directions, registry details and
more at The Knot.

Beautiful pics of a beautiful couple! Nov 19, Rachel M. Nov 19, Elizabeth T. The pictures look really nice!
They are all beautiful! Nov 19, Tim B Love the shots in front of the theater, very well done. Nov 19, Doris M
What creative shots with such a beautiful couple! Love your boots, Heather! Jackson I can feel the love in the
photos! Nov 19, Melissa Shaw Love the pictures they are awesome! I am getting mine done in the stadium
tomorrow! Nov 19, Kristy Wolski Heather and Kevin, you two are the perfect couple! Hope I have what you
have someday! Nov 19, Hannah So cute!!! Nov 19, Kim Cabe mom Charming moments captured of a sweet
romance! You guys looks amazing. The autumn leaves, cowboy boots-- the country, made me homesick. Nov
18, Grammie These are amazing!! A beautiful love story perfectly captured! Nov 18, Karen Davis Gorgeous,
fun and romatic pics of the two of you. The settings were perfect and you guys look wonderful! Mom Nov 18,
Jessie R These pics are dreamy. The weeping willow series reminds me of a Monet painting. Love all of the
outfit changes: Nov 18, Desiree Fine Julie is right Heather is beautiful from any angle! Heather and Kevin
look so in love and that is wonderfully captured in each image! Nov 18, Bryn River Winburn These are
gorgeous shots! You are going to make a beautiful bride, Heather! Oh, and you look good too, Kevin. How
will she ever pick her favorite? They are all amazing!
6: Terry Dubrow - Wikipedia
Heather and Kevin Season 1 Ep 2 2/24/ Heather must convince her best friend Gary that she's more than "one of the
guys", while Kevin tries to prove to Janine that nice guys finish first.

7: Kevin, Heather, Leona and the Pups
Heather and Kevin had a Grove Park Inn wedding back in September. We so enjoyed this couple and the little details
that made their day amazing. The weather was superb and fall was in the air.

8: Heather Rochefort and Kevin Sokal's Wedding Website
Heather and Kevin are such a beautiful couple! They are getting married next June at Castleton Farms and I so honored
and excited that I get to photograph their wedding day!

9: welcome to our site
On Airplane Repo, Heather has teamed with Kevin Lacey in order to learn the ropes of repo. "I'm super excited to share
my lessons learned with those who might be interested in learning how to repo airplanes," she says.
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